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(ABSTRACT) 

Theoretical studies of nonlinear optical effects in nematic liquid 

crystals including degenerate four-wave mixing are presented. The op-

tically induced Freedericksz transition which is essential for these ef-

fects is also described. Experimental investigations are performed using 

a homeotropically aligned MBBA thin film. Good agreement is obtained 

between the theoretical predictions and the experiments. Some potential 

applications of phase conjugation obtained by the backward degenerate 

four wave-mixing process in the field of adaptive optics and image proc-

essing are demonstrated. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

A. GENERAL BACKGROUND 

The term "nonlinear optical effects" is used here to refer to those 

phenomena involving light waves, which must be described in terms of an 

induced polarization, third order in the electric field strength. These 

include intensity-dependent changes in the index of refraction and in the 

dielectric constants. Unlike second-order processes, a third order 

process is al lowed in al 1 media, with or without inversion symmetry. 

Self-focusing of a laser beam and four-wave mixing (FWM) processes are 

some examples of these effects. 

Four-wave mixing has many interesting applications. It can be used 

to study molecular properties of the nonlinear material. It extends the 

frequency range of tunable coherence sources to the infrared and ultra-

violet regions of the spectrum. In the degenerate case, the four waves 

involved in the process have the same frequency. 

Degenerate FWM is one of the methods employed in phase conjugation 

processes 1 in which the phase of the output wave is the complex conjugate 

to the phase of one of the input waves. For a particular geometry, the 

wavefronts of the output at each point in space propagate exactly in the 

reverse direction to that of the input, and the process may be called 

backward FWM. This direction reversing property suggests an application 

for correcting aberration due to phase distortion experienced by the input 

wave. In addition, the phase conjugate process can be applied to image 
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processing, optical fltering, image transmission in fibers and 

spectroscopy, to name just a few possibilities. 

Nonlinear optical effects in nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) consist 

of two parts. The intense laser light first induces a nonlinear response 

in a medium, and then the medium in reacting modifies the optical field 

in a nonlinear way. The optical nonlinearity induced in NLCs is in the 

form of an intensity-dependent refractive index. The change in the 

refractive index is produced as a result of the reorientation of the 

molecules of the NLC, or the so called "Freedericksz transition". The 

nematic liquid crystallinity is generally exhibited by long organic mol-

ecules which contain dipolar and polarizable groups. The presence of a 

strong light coherent field leads to orientation of those molecules due 

to the interaction with the dipole moments. 

The optically induced Freedericksz transition in NLCs has been studied 

recently 2 - 6 • Most of the theoietical and experimental works were done 

with a linearly polarized light. Two groups of scientists have studied 

this effect experimentally with circular polarization 5 • 6 • However, their 

results are not in agreement. FWM processes have also been observed in 

NLC films 7 - ll. Only a forward FWM process, not a backward one, was in-

vestigated theoretically. The main pupose of this thesis is to fill this 

gap. We also want to demonstrate some potential applications of the phase 

conjugation technique that can be done making use of an NLC film. Be-

sides, attemp is made to resolve the controversy between two studies as 

mentioned above; both theoretical and experimental analyses will be per-

formed. 
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B. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

We have studied degenerate four-wave mixing in nematic liquid crystals 

both theoretically and experimentally. Experiments were performed using 

our newly prepared p-methoxybenylidene-p-n-butylaniline (HBBA) films. 

HBBA is a nematic at room temperature and has the Kerr constant almost 

100 times that of cs2 , a well known liquid of large optical 

nonlinearity 12 • Some physical constants of MBBA and how it can be aligned 

to form a thin film are given in Chapter II. A short review about NLCs 

in general is also given in this chapter. 

Due to the importance of the optically induced Freedericksz transition 

to every nonlinear optical process in NLCs, it is presented in Chapter 

III. New threshold intensities of the optical fields with linear and 

circular polarizations have been calculated. We also discuss how the 

optical field interacts with the' reoriented molecules through the induced 

index of refraction. Chapter IV concentrates on the forward FWM via 

formation of optically induced index gratings. A parametric study of the 

intensity, as well. as diffraction efficiency, of the first-order self-

diffracted beam is presented both theoretically and experimentally. Ob-

served for the first time, is the decay of the diffraction efficiency. 

An attempt is made to describe this phenomenon in terms of molecular 

transformations. 

In Chapter V we focus on the mechanism of phase conjugation by back-

ward DFWH. Four coupled wave equations describing four interacting waves 

are formulated. The approximate solutions obtained assume that only 

transmission gratings formed in the same manner as in Chapter IV are ef-
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fective. Theoretical calculation of the phase conjugate intensity are 

verified by an experiment. Simple consideration about the Gaussian input 

beams are taken to predict the quality of the phase conjugate beam. 

Finally, the use of the phase conjugate beam in correcting for phase 

distortion and image reconstruction is presented in Chapter VI. The im-

aging resolution of the system is investigated. The optical correlation 

of two input objects, which is very important for some image processing 

such as pattern recognition, is demonstrated for the first time in an NLC. 

C. A BRIEF HISTORY 

The earliest development in the field of FWM occurs from the recog-

nition that a hologram can be made or "written" in an appropriate non-

linear material by interfering two beams from the same laser and can be 

"read" subsequently by a third beam. Initial experimental works were done 

independently by Woerdman 13 and Stepanov 14 . The writing of the hologram 

was accomplished through modification of parameters such as the 

dielectric permittivity or index of refraction. Theoretical works ap-

peared later when Hellwarth 15 analyzed the process of degenerate FWM 

(DFWM) using a scalar diffraction perturbation approach, and Yariv 16 

discussed the analogies between FWM and real-time holography. Since that 

time several theoretical analyses and experiments have been done in dif-

ferent systems, such as waveguides 17 , optical resonators 18 , vapor 19 , 

photorefractive media 20 , and some crystals 21 . 

Using liquid crystals (LC) as the nonlinear medium has attracted the 

interest of hath experimentalists and theoreticians of the last decade. 
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The behavior of LCs in static external electromagnetic fields (see,for 

example, Ref. 22) showed that they posses the strong anisotropy, partic-

ularly in the dielectric properties. The possibility of wave mixing in 

nematic liquid crystals was first suggested by Herman and Serinko 23 if 

the NLC is maintained in an external magnetic field near the Freedericksz 

transition. The theory has been verified and extended by Khoo and 

Zhuang24 • 

Because of the observation of the light-induced Freedericksz transi-

tion in NLCs 2 - 4 , the purely optical-field-induced nonlinear interaction 

in the aligned NLC films becomes a field of interest. Theoretical and 

experimental works were carried out for forward FWM 7 - 9 • Experiments on 

phase conjugation by backward FWM were performed by Peixuan et al. 10 and 

Khoo and Zhuang 11 • Correction of phase distortion by this process was 

also demonstrated in the latter paper. 
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II NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL FILMS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The term "liquid crystal" (LC) was first suggested by Lehmann 25 to 

identify a state of matter that is intermediate between the solid crys-

talline and the ordinary (isotropic) liquid phases. LCs flow like ordi-

nary liquids and exhibit anisotropic properties of crystals. Because of 

their intermediate nature, they are also called mesomorphic phases or 

mesophases. LCs which are formed when the temperature is varied are 

called thermotropic LCs. 

LCs are found among organic compounds; these organic molecules may 

be of a variety of chemical types, such as acids, azo- or azoxy-compounds, 

and cholesteric esters 26 , 27 • Certain structural features found in the 

molecules forming the LC phase may be summarized as follows: 

• 

• 

The molecules are elongated. Liquid crystallinity is more likely to 

occur if the molecules have flat segments,e.g., benzene rings. 

A fairly rigid backbone containing double bonds defines the long axis 

of the molecule. 

• The existence of strong dipoles and easily polarizable groups in the 

molecule seems important. 
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Following the proposal by Friedel 2 8 , there are three main classes of 

thermotropic LCs; namely nematic, smectic and cholesteric (twisted 

nematic). They differ in the orientational order of the long molecular 

axes. In all cases, this ordering is, however, nonpolar. A schematic 

representation of these thr~e main classes is given in Fig. 1. 

B. NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL IN GENERAL 

NLCs differ from normal isotropic liquids by a long-range 

orientational order of the long molecular axes. the long molecular axes 

are aligned parallel to a preferred direction. The local preferred di-

rection may vary throughout the medium, although in the equilibrium con-

dition it does not. Much of the interesting phenomenology of LCs involves 

the geometry and dynamics of the preferred axis, so it is useful to define 

a unit vector ii.(r) giving its local orientation. This vector is called 

the director. 
,. 
n is generally a continuous function of the space coordi-

nate r = (x,y,z) 

The centers of gravity of the molecules of nematics are distributed 

at random. The molecules are allowed to rotate freely about their long 

axes. Following from this, NLCs are uniaxial with respect to all physical 

properties, and the axis of symmetry is identical with n. The dielectric 

permittivity, for instance, is essentially tensorial and given by 

e: .. = e:1 6 . . + ( e: 11 - e:J.. ) n . n . 
lJ lJ l J 

(2.1) 
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Figure 1. The arrangement of molecules in LC phases: (a) The 
nematic phase, (b) The smectic phase, (c) The choiesteric 
phase. 
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" Because of the rotational symmetry along n, only two components survive. 

The symbols II and .l stand for the direction parallel and perpendicular 

ton, while 6 .. is the Kronecker delta. The dielectric anisotropy may 
1J 

be either positive or negative at low frequencies, but it is positive at 

visible frequencies for most NLCs. 

Since NLCs possess the dielectric anisotropy, they can be aligned by 

means of an electric field (or a magnetic field due to their magnetic 

anisotropy) 22 . - E - E is positive, the director tends to align 
II J. 

parallel to the applied el'ectric field. Above the threshold, we can ob-

tain the situation shown in Fig. 2: A variety of electro-optic effects 

of NLCs are based on the field induced molecular reorientation. 

Physical constants, at room temperature, of MBBA which is nematic from 

22°C up to 47°C are listed in Table I 29 
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Figure 2. Distortion of molecules of a ~LC: The applied electric 
field is parallel to the cell walls. 
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Table 1. Some physical constants of MBBA. 

-3 Density (gm•cm ) 

K11 (dynes) 

K22 (dynes) 

K33 (dynes) . 
n 1 (5145 A) 

. 
n 11 (5145 A) 

. 
n 1 (6328 A) 

. 
n 11 (6328 A) 

dn, /dT (K-l) 
J. 

dn /dT (K-1) 
II 

-1·. -1 -1 Thermal conductivity (erg.cm .sec .K ) K 

Absorption coefficient (cm- 1) b 

Viscosity coefficient (poise) o1 

C. ORIENTATION OF NLCS 

1.088 

6.0 x 10- 7 

4.0 x 10-7 

7.5 x 10-7 

1. 5616 

1.8062 

1.5443 

1. 7582 
-3 1. 0 x 10 

-3.0 x 10-3 

2.5 x 104 

7.7 

0.76 

For the purpose of maximizing the effects to be studied, it is de-

sirable that the orientation of the director be the same throughout the 

fluid. Two important ways of maximum ordering are homeotropic and homo-

geneous alignment. In the former case, all of the long molecular axes 

are perpendicular to the cell walls, while in the latter one, they are 
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parallel to the cell wall and point in only one direction. These bulk 

orientations can be produced by the proper treatment of the surface region 

between the LC and the cell walls. A number of investigators have de-

scribed different methods, including rubbing 30 , chemical etching31 , me-

chanical surface scrubbing or deformation 32 , coating with lecithin 33 or 

surface active agents 34 • 

In this work, we will use samples of NLC films with homeotropical 

alignment. The preparation technique follows the one used by Proust and 

his coworkers 34 ; a monolayer of hexadecyltrimetylammoniumbromide (HTAB) 

from aqueous solution is deposited on to glass slides. 

described below. 

1. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES 

The method is 

Two 25x35 mm 2 microscope slides are used as cell walls and mylar as 

a spacer(Fig. 3). They are cleaned thoroughly by soap and water and 

rinsed with distilled water. The water from the final cleaning is removed 

by heat gun as fast as possible. It should be mentioned that evaporation 

is a poor way since non-volatiles remain. 

A monolayer of HTAB is applied to the slides by means of dipping and 

rapid withdrawing from the solution (1/60 by volume 35 ). Then the spacers 

are positioned on one slide and 1 or 2 drops of MBBA are applied with a 

pipette. The other slide is placed on top and they are clamped together. 

The sample may look turbid at this point, but clear appearence should 

occur after a few minutes. 
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Figure 3. Nematic liquid crystal film. 
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The alignment of the sample is routinely checked in two steps. First, 

the cell is visually inspected for any gross defects. And second, it is 

examined conoscopically; the sample is placed between two crossed 

polarizers and illuminated with convergent light 36 , as described below. 

2. CONOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 

If the sample is seen in parallel light, the optical electric field 

is perpendicular to the optic axis everywhere throughout the sample and 

so the NLC will behave like an isotropic crystal. There are no inter-

ference effects and no interference figures between crossed polarizers. 

In convergent light, wavetrains will travel in directions inclined to the 

optic axis; for such waves there will be double refraction and the pos-

sibility of interference. The set-up for conoscopic examination is dem-

onstrated in Fig. 4(a). The interference figure is shown in Fig. 4(b). 

The explanation of the interference figure is as follows. If we take 

one particular ray within the crystal, it is doubly refracted into ordi-

nary and extraordinary rays and a retardation of one ray behind the other 

will be introduced within the optical path in the sample. When the re-

tardation is exactly one wavelength or multiples of one wavelength, 

darkness is obtained. But we remember that the uniaxial indicatrix is 

an ellipsoid of revolution about the optic axis 37 ; all rays of equal in-

clination to the optic axis suffer the same retardation. This explains 

the series of concentric dark rings in the figure. 

For any general ray, ordinary and extraordinary rays vibrate in per-

pendicular directions. The former vibrates perpendicular to the plane 
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Figure 4. Conoscopic examination: (a)the set-up; L1 and L2 , lenses; 
A, aperture; P1 and P2 , polarizers; and S, screen, (b) the 
interference figure of a homeotropically aligned MBBA. 
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containing the ray and the optic axis, while the latter vibrates in this 

plane. Hence, they may be taken as being tangential and radial to the 

interference rings shown. As there will be four positions for which the 

permitted vibration directions are parallel to those of the crossed 

polarizers, there are four dark points around the interference rings where 

the interference effects will not be seen. Since such extinction posi-

tions occur for all retardation fringes we expect the central cross as 

observed in the figure. 

The spacing between the interference fringes, for a given combination 

of lenses, depends upon the birefringence of the substance and the 

thickness of the sample. The greater these two are, the closer will be 

the rings for a definite wavelength of light. For a given thickness, the 

rings for green light will be more closely spaced than those for red. 

D. AGING OF NLC FILMS 

Hexadecyltrimetylammoniumbrornide (HTAB) coating does not give long 

term orientation of the LC molecules, because it slowly dissolves in the 

LC. The alignment of well prepared samples can last about four weeks at 

room temperature. However, some other physical properties, such as 

thermal absorption or thermal conductivity, gradually change with time 

in an undefined manner. Therefore, a fresh sample is recommended to be 

used for quantitative analysis. 

Besides such gradual degradation of the LC, repeated exposure to a 

high intensity laser can produce thermal damage in the crystal. This 

damage gives rise to spatial inhomogeneity in absorption and scattering. 
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Irregular diffraction patterns may be obtained in the study of the 

Freedericksz transition (see below). In the process of four-wave mixing, 

an abrupt growth of the scattering of the radiation may be recognized. 
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III OPTICALLY INDUCED FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION IN NLCS 

A. nrrRODUCTION 

The Freedericksz transition was first known 36 as reorientation of the 

NLC director when a static magnetic field was applied. Later this phe-

nomenon was observed in static and low-frequency electric fields 22 . The 

Freedericksz transition in the electric field of a lightwave has received 

much attention recently (see, e.g., Refs. 14-16). 

From continuum theory it is known that nematics have an elasticity 

of orientation; they resist torques. The elastic free energy per unit 

volume can be written 22 ' 39 (see also appendix A) as 

1 ( . ,.. )2 1 ,.. ~ 2 Fel 2K11 div n · + 2 K22 (n.curln) 

1 ~ ~ 2 + 2 K33 (n x curln) (3.1) 

where K11 , K??' K~~ are Frank elastic constants for splay, twist and bend 
~... .) .) 

(see Fig. 5), respectively. In the presence of an external field, we have 

an additional contribution F to the free energy. ext The equilibrium 

configuration of ~(r) can then be found by minimizing the total free en-

ergy 

(3.2) 
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where the integration is over the sample volume and takes into account 

the proper boundary conditions for n(r). 

To study the Freedericksz transition and its threshold optical field, 

a laser beam is incident on a NLC film so that the electric field is 

perpendicular to the unperturbed director. Distortion of the director 

by action of the laser beams alters optical properties of the material, 

such as the dielectric tensor. The refractive index, which is related 

to the dielectric constants, also changes. Therefore, the electric field 

will be modified as it propagates through the medium. This self inter-

action of a light field will be studied in the case that the transverse 

size of the incident beam is smaller than the thickness of the NLC film, 

or in a narrow beam. The Freedericksz transition in a broad beam with 

linear and circular polarizations will be studied as well. 

In all cases, a homeotropically aligned NLC film is confined between 

the plane z=O and z=L. In the absence of a light beam, the director n(r) 
is parallel to the z axis. With a light beam propagating in the direction 

of z the axis as shown in Fig. 6, the director deviates making an angle 

8 with the z axis. In the case of linear polarization, let the electric 

field vector E be in the x direction. We will consider only the sta-

tionary case in which there are no fluctuations of the field and the di-

rector throughout the study. 
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Figure 5. Three types of distortion in a director filed. 
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Figure 6. Reorientation of the director undergoing the optically 
inducedFreedericksz transition n is the direction of 

0 

the unperturbed director. 
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B. FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION IN A BROAD BEAM WITH LINEAR POLARIZATION 

Since the light beam is polarized in the x direction, the deviation 

of the director is only in the xz plane. At any point r, the director 

is 

n(r) = sin8(r) x + cos6(r) z (3.3) 

From Eq. (2.1), the dielectric tensor E .. depends on n(r) and thus on lJ 
6(r). This means that the dielectric field inside the NLC is not in the 

x direction, but in the xz plane (in the case of normal incidence) given 

by 

E' = E ( 6E sin0cose ,,.. ) 
x - 2 z 

E1 + 6E. cos 

with AE = g" - E1 . However, the Poynting vector 

s 82 (6csin8cos~ ~ + ~) 
E.1+ 6.E.cos 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

has a constant z-component throughout the medium which is the intensity 

of the incident field. This is useful for our investigation because the 

optical free energy density is related to the Poynting vector by 

F = opt S•v = - S v p z p 

where v is the reciprocal phase velocity with magnitude 
p 
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(3. 7) 

and n 2 = e 
11, l II ,.L 

So we will carry out the calculation of the distortion 

angle in terms of intensity I instead of the electric field amplitude E. 

Assuming the transverse size of the beam is greater than the thickness 

of the NLC film, the Gaussian nature of the laser beam can be neglected. 

Then, with rigid anchoring at the boundary of the film, 

8(z=O) = 8(z=L! = 0 (3. 8) 

and 8, for small distortion, can be expected to depend only on z as 

8(z) = 8 sin(1Tz/L) 
m 

(3. 9) 

8 is determined (for an equilibrium state) by minimizing the free energy, m 

i.e., 

a1;as = o 
m 

I is given in Eq. (3.2) with F 1 and F = F given in Eqs. (3.1) and e ext opt 

(3.5-7)and n(r) in Eq. (3.3); the total free energy density can thus be 

written in terms of 8 as 

In1n11 

2 . 2 2 2 
C (n1 S1ll 6+ n 11 COS e) 
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1 .. 28 cde)2 + 1 K 26 cde)2 F = 2 Kll sin - dZ 2 33 cos dz 

2 . 2 2 2 1/2 c(n1 sin 8 + ni1COS 9) 
(3.10) 

Using 8(z) as expressed in Eq. (3.9), making a series expansion of sin8 

and case and keeping up to 84 terms, we obtain 

1 (11)2 9 2 . 2(~z) 2(~z) F = 2 K11 1 m sin L cos L 

_ Inil.l + g_e2 . 2(ffz) {l 1 9 2 . 2(frz)}} (3 ll) c 2 €.11 m sin L - 3 m sin L • • 

Then, 

= 

= J dx dy J F' dz 

= (3.12) 

where 

F' = i6 Kll (~)2 Le! + i6 K33 (~J L(4e! - e!) 

- In l l( 1 + l.t.L (482 - 94)} 
c , 16€ 11 m m 

(3.13) 

The conditions a];ae = O leads to aFiae = O, or m m 
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(3.14) 

After rearranging terms in Eq. (3.14), we have 

K33 - Kll -l 
( 1 - 2K33 e! )( 1 - ~ a! ) = (3.15) 

where 

= (3.16) 

Solving Eq. (3.15) for small Sm' 

= (3.17) 

It can be seen from Eq. (3.17) that an intensity greater than Ith 

(threshold intensity) will give a real value of Sm. Below Ith' Sm =O and 

indeed S (z) = 0 is an exact solution. According to Eq. ( 3. 16) , the 

threshold intensity for rigid anchoring at the wall of the NLC film varies 

with materials, size of the film and frequencies of the optical field CS 
and E 11 are frequency dependent). For finite anchoring at the boundaries, 

interfacial potential terms have to be added to the total free energy of 

the system. 
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C. FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION IN A NARROW BEAM WITH LINEAR POLARIZATION 

In this case the spatial dependence of the intensity of the beam 

cannot be ignored in the calculation. Let the intensity of the incident 

beam at a perpendicular distance p from the axis of the beam have the form 

I(p) = I exp(-2p 2 /w2 ) 
0 

(3.18) 

where I is the -intensity at the center of the beam and p is the transverse 
0 

radius of the beam. Then with the rigid anchoring, the distortion angle 

a accordingly will be expected to have the form 

8(p,z) 

with a and a 2 as parameters to.be determined from the conditions m 

a1;ae = o and a3;aa 2 = o 
m 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Following the procedure in the previous section, we can write the 

total free energy density as 

F -1 rs. { sin2e + 2(ae)2 2 . a 6(ae>} = COS 9 - + -;;' Sl.lloCOS ~p 2 1 p2 ap 1 a 

(3.21) 
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The first and the third terms in Eq. (3.21) are very small compared to 

the other terms, then we have 

1o 2 2 - l:i 2 4 } - - exp(-2p /w ) n h + __.£. (9 - 9 /3) 
c l !_ 2E:ll 

(3.22) 

By substituting 9 as given in Eq. (3.19), we obtain 

F 
?. 2 2. 2. 

"' 1 K {l 02 -2? . 2(h )} 4p n2 -2p/a . 2(~z) 2 ll - me sin L - 4ome sin L 
a 

1 ~ 92 -2p2/a2 • 2(h)~(~)202 -2p2/ai. 2(~z) + -2 K33 - e sin - - e sin --m 1 1 m L 

02 2. 2 
m -2p/a. 2(~z)}] -e sin --3 1 

(3. 23) 

the total free energy of the crystal is now 

r 2 !:it.{ 2(2 2 )-1 94(4 2 -l}] Sw +~ 40m-2+-2 - ma2 +-2) 0 (3.24) 
- a w w 

Applying the conditions in Eq. (3.20), for an equilibrium state, we find 

that 
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and 

or 

2 
a = 

= [
I nf.sw 

0 l 

[ ~ -

2 
K CE: ~} l _! ( 33 II ) _ l 

L I n /::;.s 
0 l 

From Eq. (3.26), 8m does not vanish only when I 0 >Ith' where 

= 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3. 2 7) 

(3.28) 

When w is much greater than L the first term in the bracket in Eq. (3.27) 

can be neglected and I 1 approaches its value for the broad beam which t 1 

is given in Eq. (3.16). 
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D. INTERACTION OF A LIGHT WAVE 

1. SELF-INTERACTION 

The index of refraction of an extraordinary wave (e-wave) depends on 

the angle between the wave vector and the director. In the occurrence 

of the Freedericksz transition, under which the reorientation angle of 

the director is 9, the e-wave will experience a refractive index 37 

(3. 29) 

As the e-wave passes through the medium, the induced index change n (9)-n e l 

will lead to a phase buildup 

L 
6~ = k J {n (9)-n } dz 

o 0 e 1 

where k = 2•/X is the magnitude of the wave vector in the vacuum. 
0 

(3.30) 

Due to the phase buildup, a part of the beam with the transverse co-

ordinate p will deviate by an angle ~ given 40 by 

= = 
L. . 
J {n ( 8) - n ~ dz 
0 e J 

(3.31) 

Taking the Gaussian profile of the beam into consideration as in the 

previous section, the integration term decreases with p and hence ~ is 

maximum at a certain value of p. p dependence of ~ is shown in Fig. 7. 

For ~ < ~max' there are two regions of the beam profile (p 1 and p2 in the 
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figure) having the same deflection angle~. The electric fields of these 

two contributions will interfere with each other giving minimum or maximum 

intensity depending on whether they are in phase or out of phase. When 

~ is much larger than 2~, there is a series of maxima and minima as a max 

function of~ (< ~ ). max This phenomenon is analogous to the thermal 

lensing effect 41 • The total number of the rings is related to a phase 

change as 

N (3.32) 

Due to the fact that ~ varies little with p about ~ , a large part max· 

of the beam will deflect into the direction ~ and hence exhibits the max 
higher intensity compared to other angular regions. The intensity dis-

tribution at each angle ~ across the beam can be obtained from the 

expression42 

= 
~ 2 2 2 

j pJ (ktjJp) exp( - E.2 - jkoiR - jO<I>)dpl 
0 ° w 0 

(3.33) 

which includes the initial radius of curvature R0 ; J 0 is the zeroth order 

Bessel function. 

In the case that the NLC has absorption, the temperature of the medium 

will increase and has p-dependence. Increasing temperature oT(p) can be 

found from the steady-state heat equation for a Gaussian beam41 • For the 

beam with total power P, 
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Figure 7. Nature of the angle of the deflection as a func~ion of p. 
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cS T (p) = O. O~bP { ln ( 2fa; 2 ) _ 2 p ~ } 

w w 
(3.34) 

where K is thermal conductivity; · b fractional dissipation per cm; a' 

transverse radius of the NLC; o = 1.781. 

Since the principal refractive indices of the NLC depend strongly on 

temperatures 44 , changes in refractive indices due to heating effects have 

to be added to the induced index change due to the reorientation. Then 

we have a phase buildup 

= 
an (9) } 

- n + e oT dz 
l ClT 

For small 9, with n (9) as given in Eq. (3.29), e 

L 

M = k0 J [ ~ n~~o sin29 +pt{:~" -:~1 ) sin2a} 6T ]dz 

0 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

For most NLCs, an /aT = -m an1 /aT and mis positive (m=3 for MBBA). We 
II 

get 

L 

cS<!> ::::: k Jr1 nl~£ 
0 2 £11 

2 { 2.1.. 0 n1 J sin a + 1 - (m + 1) sin eJ OT OT dz (3. 37) 

0 

and then the total number of interference rings can be calculated from 

Eq. (3. 31). 
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In the case of the broad beam in which the Gaussian profile is neg-

lected, the phase buildup is constant across the beam and the angle of 

deviation at each transverse coordinate p decreases with p. No two values 

of p have the same $, so the interference figures cannot be observed. 

However, different values of $ for different p will make the intensity 

distribute nonuniformly at the far field. And again the intensity dis-

tribution can be found from Eq. (3.33). 

2. INTERACTION OF A TEST BEAM WITH THE REORIENTED DIRECTOR 

We will assume that a test beam has very low power and intensity 

compared to the threshold field and does not contribute any nonlinear 

optical effect to the medium. Let a superscript 1 on any quantity denote 

one that belong to the test beam. If a test beam is an extraordinary wave 

(e-wave)' interaction of this beam is similar to self-interaction. o~ 

in Eq. (3.31) is given by 

&~' (e-wave) 

I i 

L 1 n.1. 6.c 2 { 2 }an .1. 
= k J [-z -, sin 9 + 1 - (m+l)sin 9 aT cST] dz oo £11 . 

(3.38) 

If a test beam is an ordinary wave (a-wave); it will experience an 

index n' everywhere inside the medium, instead of the one given in Eq. 

(3. 29). Only a heating effect due to laser absorption makes a contrib-

ution to the phase change. Thus 

o~' (a-wave) = 
L 

k' J (an~/aT) oTdz 
0 
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If the profile of the beam inducing the Freedericksz transition is assumed 

to be independent of z, the above equation becomes 

6~ 1 (0-wave) = k'L6T(6nl/6T) (3.40) 

and 

N' (a-wave) = L6T(p=0)·(6n~/6T)/\' (3.41) 

E. FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION IN CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT 

When linearly polarized light is applied to the aligned NLC film, the 

director n is distorted but remains in the (E,~ ) plane. The director 
0 

is then characterized by an angle 8 which depends on the distance between 

the director and the cell wall. When the polarization of the light beam 

is circular, the director tries to rotate in the same direction as the 

electric field does. It may or may not be in the (E,n ) plane which is 
0 

rotating at angular frequency w = 2~v. At a certain time t at which the 
~ 

electric field E makes an angle wt with the x axis, let the xy-projection 

of the director n makes an angle¢ with the x axis. That is, at any time 

t (Fig. 8), 

n = (sin8cos¢ , sin8sin¢ , cos8) (3.42) 

E = E(sinwt , coswt , 0) (3.43) 
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Figure 8. Reorientation of the director subjected to a 
circularlypolarized light (a) 3-D diagram and (b) re-
tardation of the director on the xy plane. 
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The equations of motion for 8 and ¢ are given by the equilibrium be-
-tween the Frank elastic torque rF' the Leslie viscous torque r 1 and the 

~ 

electric torque rE acting upon the director: 

= 

These torques depend on 8, ¢ and the applied field as 11 

= 

= 

0 (~ on) 1 n x at 
n x [ Kll grad. (div n) K22{ A curl n + 

+ K33{'B x cµrl n + curl(n x B)}] 
t:.t- <n·E) <Ii x E) 

(3. 44) 

(3. 45a) 

curl(Ail)} 

(3.45b) 

(3. 45c) 

~ 

where o1 is the viscosity coefficient; A is n.curl n; Bis nxcurl n. Using 

Eqs. (3.45), Eq. (3.44) becomes· 

"' a¢ . e 
Q 1 Ft sin (_::::::: : ) + r 1 ~ : (-::: : ) 

sine o 

= f (9)(-::: :)+ 6SE2sin0cos (wt - ¢ )(-::::::::: ) 
0 sinGsin (wt - ¢ ) 

with 
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Eq. (3.46c) can be rewritten as 

0 0¢ . 29 
1 ~sin 

"Q!P_ = 
Cl t 

~€ E2sin2e cos (wt - ¢) sin(wt - ¢) 

/:::,S 2 . r } 271E sin\.2(!.Ut -¢)J (3. 47) 

In order that the rotation of the director is synchronous with the 

rotating field, 3¢/at = w, the retardation angle (wt - ¢) must be a non-

zero constant, say ~. Then 

sin 2£; = 20 w/ lH:E 2 
1 (3.48) 

Since 2! 1 /~EE 2 has a unit of time, we can define a characteristic field 

for 2! 1w/~EE 2 = 1, or 

(3.49) 

For MBBA, at 5145 A, Ec(w) calculated from Eq. (3.49) is of the order of 

10 7 V/m, or the corresponding intensity is about 10 19 W/cm 2 • The char-

acteristic time for the nematic is 

T = (3.50) 

Hence the motion of ¢ is given by 

¢ = wt - i;; and 
(3. 51) 

sin2i;; = WT 
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When the applied field is smaller than E (w) (i.e., wt> 1), the c 

characteristic time is long compared to the periodicity of the field. 

The director cannot follow the rapid rotation of the field, and the re-

tardation angle is, therefore, not constant in time. The solution of Eq. 

(3.47) is given by 

= wt - ~(t) , and (3.52) 

~ (t) = tan-l [<1/Wt) + /1 - (l/Wt) 2· tan{(t + C)wj1 - (1/Wt) 2}J, 
(3.53) 

where 

c for s (t = O) = s0 

F. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. BROAD BEAM FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION 

Radiation from a cw argon laser at a wavelength of l = 5145 A was 

focused by a long focal length lens onto a MBBA sample. The diameter of 

the constriction as estimated from the divergence and the Gaussian nature 

of the laser beam in the far field came to 125 µm. The laser radiation 

was polarized vertically by a polarizer and the plane of polarization was 

rotated by a half-wave retardation plate. The prepared MBBA sample used 

was 100 µm thick. In the experiments we varied the power and thus the 

intensity of the argon beam. 
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Induced molecular reorientation was checked by the conoscopic method 
. 

(see section II A.2.) and with a He-Ne laser (A = 6328 A) as a probe. 

Interference fringes from the conoscopic examination for two different 

powers of argon laser are shown in Fig. 9. These pattern indicate 

biaxiality of the sample 34 • This means the molecules of MBBA not only 

reorient according to the field, but they rearrange themselves into lay-

ers. Under the Freedericksz transition, therefore, molecules of an NLC 

undergo another transition, namely a nematic-smectic C transition. 

When a He-Ne laser was used as a probe beam, very small power (= 50 

µW compared to the argon laser about 100 mW) was used to ensure that no 

nonlinear effect is contributed. The probe beam was also polarized ver-

tically and focused tightly to a 10 µm diameter at the sample. The 

transmitted He-Ne beam appeared as a set of conical shells forming con-

centric rings on a projection screen. These rings are similar to those 

shown in Fig.14. Fig. 10 shows the number of rings plotted against power 

of the argon laser. The threshold power is approximated to be 106 mW 

which is very close to the theoretical one of 105 mW. Curve (b) reveals 

the thermal effect whereas curve (a) reveals both thermal and 

reorientational effects. The difference between these two curves, how-

ever, does not account for the orientational effect as reported by 

Galstyan and his coworkers 4 3 • We see from Eq. (3. 38) and (3. 39) that the 

thermal contribution for the a-wave and the e-wave are not the same. 

Equation (3.38) suggests the way to demonstrate only the orientational 

contribution if we can make the thermal one vanish. That is, the term 

in the curly bracket must be zero or 8 is 30 deg (m = 3 for MBBA). In 
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Figure 9. 

a 

b 

conoscopic figures of MBBA in the optical field of argon 
laser: (a) at 120 mW and (b) at 150 mW. 
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Figure 10. The number of rings of the He-Ne beam as a function of 
argonpower (a) the two beams have parallel 
polarization, (b) perpendicular polarization. 
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this case the argon intensity needed cannot easily be obtained from Eq. 

(3.17) since we remember that the formula holds only for small 9. 

2. NARROW BEAM FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION 

To study self-interaction of the argon laser in an MBBA sample, the 

vertically polarized beam was focused to an e- 2 diameter of 46 and 32 µm. 

A series of concentric rings were observed as previously stated. Fig. 

11 shows the number of rings as a function of power P. The number of rings 

increases with increase of P. Pth is approximated from the experiment 

to be 48 and 62 mW for w = 23 and 16 µm, respectively. The theoretical 

values are 51.2 and 55.2 mW. We do not consider the power at which the 

system shows·one diffraction ring to be the threshold. The reason is that 

for a very narrow beam compared to the transverse size of the NLC ( 5 mm 

in our experiment), Eq. (3.34) together with (3.36) can yield, at 40-50 

mW, a o~ of a few multiples of 2~ with vanishing reorientation. 

At a certain power, the rate of change of N with P starts to decrease. 

This is because nonlinearity from the thermal contribution decreases with 

increasing 8, whereas that from reorientation increases. At some power, 

therefore, it is possible that the rate of change of thermal contribution 

is greater than that of reorientation and the. above effect can be ex-

pected. 

The maximum deflection of the beam also increases with increase of P 

and is plotted in Fig. 12. The smaller the diameter of the beam is, the 

more the beam deflects. For w = 10.5 µm, the beam deflects to 15 deg at 

a power slightly above the threshold. Beyond this value the diffraction 
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Figure 11. The number of rings of the argon beam as a function of 
power. 
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pattern is less stable and not really circular. Two types of patterns 

seem to be superimposed and one of them is believed to illustrate a 

convective effect. The same phenomenon is also exhibited at 70 mW for w 

= 16 µm. 

The intensity profile of the transmitted beam is shown in Fig. 13 for 

P = 65 mW with w = 23 µm. This result confirms that most of the radiation 

gathers around the maximum deflection angle as predicted by the theory, 

even though the highest intensity covers a small central region of the 

beam. This highest intensity is caused by a small portion of the beam 

which is not polarized vertically. 

3. CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT FREEDERICKSZ TRANSITION 

The experimental set-up is similar to that in section F.1, except that 

the circular polarization was obtained by means of a quarter-wave retar-

dation plate. If the molecules of MBBA can follow the direction of the 

field, we should be able to observe two alternating diffraction patterns 

formed by the test (He-Ne) beam depending on whether the He-Ne laser be-

haves as an o-wave or an e-wave at that moment. One may think that human 

eyes cannot detect flipping at that high frequency even though the mole-

cules do follow the applied field. 

average effect between those two. 

In that case we should observe the 

Fig. 14 demonstrates diffraction patterns of transmitted argon and 

He-Ne beams for different states of polarization of the incident argon 

beam. The argon power is 130 mw in both (a) and (b) and about double this 

value in (c). Our results showing that the molecule~ do not move at all 
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Figure 12. The angle of deflection as a func~ion of power. 
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Figure 13. Intensity profile of the transmitted argon beam as a 
functionof the deflection angle : an incident beam is 
focused to 46 µm in diameter at 65 mW. 
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Figure 14. Diffraction ring pat~erns at ~he far field: The He-Ne 
beam is polarized ver~ical ly and the argon bea.."l is 
polarized (a) vertically; (b) horizontaly; and (c) cir-
cularly. 
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with circular polarization agree with those observed by Galstyan and his 

coworkers 5 • It was reported in Ref. 6 that the experimental threshold 

for circular polarization was about as twice as that for linear 

polarization. It is likely that they obtained only the thermal contrib-

ution to nonlinearity if the transverse size of the sample used was quite 

large compared to the beam diameter. 

G. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a theory of the Freedericksz transition induced in 

a nematic liquid crystal film by a light wave. Under the Freedericksz 

transition the local director is reoriented in such a way as to minimize 

the free energy of the system. Analytical solutions, rather than numer-

ical ones, of the distortion angle are sought to describe the distortion 

profile. In the case that the polarization of the light wave is perpen-

dicular to the unperturbed director, there is a threshold intensity or 

power below which the distortion angle is zero, and above that the dis-

tortion angle is finite. For a given material, this threshold intensity 

depends on the spot size of the laser beam and the thickness of the film. 

The threshold intensity is smaller for the narrow beam than that for the 

broad beam compared to the thickness. 

The Freedericksz transition can be observed either through the self-

interactions (self-focusing and self-phase modulation) of the beam or 

through interaction of the probe beam with the reoriented director. Both 

interactions lead to the ring patterns in the far field. The calculation 

of the number of the rings in terms of the phase accumulated during the 
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passing of the beam through the NLC was also presented. For the NLC which 

is not transparent, laser absorption makes a contribution to parts of the 

phase modulation. Observation by a probe beam is useful when we want to 

separate the thermal effect out of the total, because its ordinary wave 

(a-wave) experiences only this effect. Bear in mind that there is a 

difference in the thermal contribution experienced by the a-wave and by 

the extraordinary wave (e-wave). Therefore, the difference between the 

effect observed using the e-wave and that observed using the a-wave does 

not determine the reorientation effect alone. Despite the fact that, 

several investigations of the phenomena accompanying the Freedericksz 

transition have been made, this point has not been made clearly. 

The Freedericksz transition was investigated experimentally in the 

transmission of a cw argon laser through a homeotropically aligned MBBA 

film. The measured value of the threshold intensity is in agreement with 

the theoretical estimate. The ·nature of the ring patterns, such as the 

deflection angle of the outermost ring and the intensity distribution, 

were investigated as well (Figs. 12 and 13). In addition to these re-

sults, conoscopic observation of the crystal shows that the Freedericksz 

transition is accompanied by a nematic-smectic C transition (uniaxial-

biaxial transition). 

Theoretical and experimental analyses have been carried out in the 

case of circularly polarized light. No such ring patterns are predicted 

or observed at laser powers as much as twice that of the threshold power 

for linear polarization. So our results agree with those of the exper-

imental study reported in Ref. 5, that the ring patterns which may occur 
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come from the thermal part of the nonlinear effect, and not from the re-

orientation of the director as claimed in Ref. 6. 

While the theory of the Freedericksz transition is not new to us, it 

is not pointless to present it here. First, knowledge about interaction 

of the laser beam with an NLC can be applied to the interaction of two 

or more beams inside and on the crystal (Chapter IV and V). And second, 

we should resolve the controversy between two previous studies on this 

topic. Before we finish this chapter, it should be pointed out that the 

director of the NLC possessing positive birefringence tends to be aligned 

parallel to the director of the electric field. The optically induced 

Freedericksz transition in a homogeneously aligned NLC film will give rise 

to the helical structure of the director. In this case the Freedericksz 

transition is associated with the nematic-cholesteric transition, not the 

nematic-smectic one as mentioned above. 
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IV OPTICALLY INDUCED INDEX GRATINGS IN AN NLC FILM 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Optically induced index gratings are usually established by passing 

two mutually coherent laser beams of comparable intensities ·through the 

same region of the sample being studied. It has been shown 7 ' 9 ' 45 that 

in an NLC film, the intensity needed in recording the grating is lower 

than the threshold value of the Freedericksz transition. The interference 

pattern of these two light beams will create variation of refractive in-

dices. Interference will also create a thermal grating in a material 

which is not perfectly transparent, such as MBBA. As previous mentioned, 

the principal indices of refraction depend on temperature in most NLCs. 

Therefore, optically induced index gratings in MBBA will be produced by 

both thermal and reorientation contributions. 

Once the grating is produced each input beam will be diffracted from 

this grating since they satisfy the Bragg conditions. The diffracted beam· 

of order +1 will coincide with the other input beam and that of order -1 

will be at the other side. The diffraction efficiency may be defined as 

the ratio of the intensity of the diffracted beam of order -1 to that of 

the incident beam. When the diffracted beam propagates in the same di-

rection as the incident beam this process is sometimes called forward wave 

mixing. It is not necessary to be FWM since higher order diffracted beams 

can be obtained if the input beams are very intense. 
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Consider a homeotropically aligned NLC film of thickness 1 oriented 

with its unperturbed director n parallel to the z axis. Two linearly 
0 

polarized coplanar laser beams with optical electric field amplitudes E1 

and E2 are incident on the NLC film, as shown in Fig. 15. Their propa-

gati?n vectors k1 and k2 make an angle a with the unperturbed n0 and 
-2 intersect at a small angle a (of the order of 10 rad) with each other. 

In the overlap region, the electric field amplitude has the transverse 

spatial dependence 

= (4.1) 

where A = (A/2)sin(a/2) is the separation of the vertical interference 

fringes. We will study reorientation and thermal contributions to the 

induced index grating separately. 

B. INDUCED INDEX GRATINGS DUE TO MOLECULAR REORIENTATION 

As studied in the case of the Freedericksz transition, at equilibrium 

the local director axis inside the NLC film will deviate from being per-

pendicular to the side wall in order to minimize the total free energy 

of the system. Using an infinite plane wave approximation, the distortion 

angle depends only on y and z. The local director axis is 

Iicr) " = sin8(y,z) x + cosS(y,z) z (4. 2) 
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Figure 15. Geometry of two beams interacting with an ~LC film. 
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Because of the grating nature of the optical field, we shall assume that 

the small 9 have the form 

9(y,z) = { 91 + 92 cos( 2:Y)}sin(fT~) (4. 3) 

with the same boundary conditions as in Chapter III. Constants 91 and 

92 in Eq. (4.3) are determined by minimizing the total free energy in Eq. 

(3.2), i.e., 

= 0 and = 0 

Fext in Eq. (3.2) is the optical free energy density which is 

F opt = 

(4. 4) 

(4.5) 

For E and n given in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the total free energy 

density has 9 dependence given by 

1 . 2 cie 2 1 oa 2 L 2 ae 2 
= 2 IS.1 sin a( rz) + 2 Kzz( FY) + 2 K33cos e(FZ) 

LlS { 2 2 (~)l 2 p, . - 411 E1 + E2 + 2E1E2cos 11. J sin (0 + t-') 

1 oe 2 1 as 2 
~ 2 KzioY) + 2 K33(a-z) 
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with the terms proportional to sin2 8 being neglected for small e and 

taking cos 2 8 = 1. In terms of e1 and e2 , 

~ .!. K 92(2rr) 2 . 2(~) . 2(rrz) Fel + Fopt 2 22 2 A sin f\ sin L 

By substituting Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (3.2), we get, after lengthy inte-

gration with respect to y and z 

Substituting in Eq. (4.4), one get 

( 4. 9a) 

(4.9b) 

Therefore, 
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el 

92 

and 

0 

(Ei + E~)L2~ssin(2~) 
= 

2K33rr 4 

E1 E26£ sin (2~) 

= l{ 2. z} ~ K22 (2~/A) + K33 (~/L) 

• [ (E~ + E~)L2:Esin(2 ) + 
2K33rr 

(4. lOa) 

(4.lOb) 

It is obvious that, for normal incident, p = 0, e1 and e2 , and thus 8 

vanishes. 

Each of the input beams characterized by field amplitudes E1 and E2 

will experience an index grating for which the spatial distribution at 

any point·(x,y,z) is given by 

where 

n 
0 

and 

n2 

n(x,y,z) = 
· n n 

II i 
2 2 2 . 2 n 11 cos (8 +f?>) + n 1 sin (8 + F->) 

2 
= n 0 _ + n 2 (E ) 

= n1 + tn1fis:sin2 ~/s: 11 

n l ti£ { ( 2~ } IT ) = """"'2£ a1 + a2cos 7) sin( ~ sin(2~> 
II 
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Since refractive indices are related to the dielectric constants of the 

materials, the induced idex grating produced leads to an induced 

dielectric grating with 

E:(x,y,z) = € (~) (4.15) 
0 

+ €1 + €2COS A 

and 

• 2. I (4.16) € = E 1 + Ei.i'IE sin s E 11 
0 

q = E:i i'.!.€81 sin (~z/L) sin(2~) /€ 11 (4.17) 

€2 = €1 L!.E:8z. sin(ff"z/L) sin(2~) /t, 11 (4.18) 

The diffraction efficiency, n, of each beam, E1 or E2 , is maximum 

when 4 6 

L 
A. 

2 2 2 
~11 1 K22 (2U/A) + K33 (ff"/L) 

E1 E2{tit.sin(2i;)}2. (4.19) 

Then one can see that, for a given thickness L and bias angle S, the 

grating spacing A, and thus angle a, yielding maximum diffraction effi-

ciency depends on the product E1E2 of the applied fields. 
• -2 

rad, E1 = E2 ~ 10 W/cm 2 at A = 5145 A, a is of the order of 10 rad for 

an MBBA sample of 100 µm thickness. 

Diffraction efficiency by an index grating or a dielectric grating 

can be calculated by several methods 46 . The optical path method provides 

a simple way and gives the right distribution when the grating is op-

tically thin. The grating, which may be physically thick or thin, is 

considered to be optically thin47 when the quantity 
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Q = 2~\L/A 2 << 1 , or 

2~kL{2sin(~/2)/~} 2 << 1 (4.20) 

• -2 
If \ = 5145 A, 1 = 100 µm and ex = 10 rad, Q = 0.1. So we will follow 

the procedure explained in Ref 46, using the optical path method to cal-

culate the diffraction efficiency. 

Due to the distortion of the director axis, one of the input beams 

will experience the accumulated phase o~ when it passes through the 

crystal, with 

L 
of = (k /cosp)J n0 dz 

0 0 
(4.21) 

where k0 = 2~/\ and n2 is the nonlinear part of the index of refraction 

given in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14). We will now consider that part of 8 which 

makes a contribution to the diffraction of the applied field. This part 

is proportional to cos(2~y/A), 

E1E2Ln 1 {~ssin(2~)} 2 cos(2lTy/A) 
~ IT 2. 

2~/...€ 11 {K22 (2~/f\)L + K33(i) }cosf-> 

Then the diffraction efficiency is given by 

n 

A 

= ~ J exp (j 2 lT y I J\ ) exp ( - j ~' ) d y 
0 

After changing the variable via y = Ay'/2~ and using 
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c (4.24) 

Eq. (4.23) becomes 

2. Ii 

~ = ;~ I exp(jy' - jC cosy') dy' (4.25) 

0 

With the aid of integration tables (see, e.g. Ref. 48), Eq. (4.56) may 

be evaluated as 

21i 

= l Jccosy' 2<i + jsiny'){J0 (C) - 2 ~ jnJn(C)cos(ny')} dy' 
n=l 0 (4. 26) 

where J is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. For first 
n 

order diffraction, 

2.11 

~ = ;~ J (cosy'+ jsiny')[J0 (C) -2jJ1 (C)cosy'} dy' 
0 

= -j Jl (C) 

::::::. -j (4. 27) 

For constant total applied field E1 + E2 , n1 is maximum when E1 = E2 . 

In this case Eq. (4.27) becomes 
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2 ( )2 . 2 E1 Ln1 6c sin~ cos f-i (4.28) 

Hence the intensity of the first-order diffracted beam is given by 

(4.29) 

If we use A ::: 

(4. 30) 

C. THERMAL INDEX GRATINGS 

Even though the phase grating in the NLC film can be produced by low 

intensity laser beams, higher efficiency can be achieved only at higher 

intensity. At that level laser absorption cannot be ignored. It leads 

to temperature variations in the medium which coincides with the inter-

ference pattern. If the temperature of the medium changes by AT, the 

refractive index will change by An= (an/aT)AT. From Eq. (4.12) we have, 

approximately, 

6n J O nl + ( ~II _ 
l oT oT 

on ) 2 l ~ 1 sin ( 8 + (? ) j 6 T (4.31) 

As in Chapter III, an 11 /aT = -man1 /aT with positive m, so 
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{1 - (m +1) sin2 (e +~)} (oni./oT) oT (4. 32) 

~n induced by absorption of the laser beam will vanish when sin2 (8 + 6) 

= 1/ (m+l). In an MBBA sample, the value of 6 that will prohibit the 

thermal distribution to the index grating is about 30 deg . 

. In the previous section we have seen that the diffraction efficiency 

depends on the part of the induced nonlinear refractive index which is 

proportional to cos(2~y/A). We will, therefore, consider only the tern-

perature variation AT from the average which corresponds to the intensity 

AT can be found by solving the heat conduction 

equation 

- K I/ 2 (L'i T) + CD ~ t (11 T) = b 
4 (4.33) 

where K is the thermal conductivity, C the specific heat, D the density, 

and b the absorption coefficient. 

Be~ause of the thin NLC film, we can assume that the temperature at 

the two surfaces of the film are equal and then ~T depends only on coor-

dinate y. A solution for the above equation in the static case, a(AT)/at 

= 0, is 

ti T = (4.34) 

Then Eq. (4.31) gives 
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~n (4.35) 

If the intensity of each beam is 10 W/cm 2 , at ~ = 10 deg., a1 and 82 

calculated from Eq. (4.10) are about 0.8 and 0.1 deg., respectively. 

Compared to ~' 8 is negligible, and thus Eq. (4.35) becomes 

(4. 36) 

Thus, as derived in Section B., the intensity of the diffracted beam is 
2 

ID ::::. 13 { 2~Lb on 1(A)2• 1 - (m + l)sin~} 
1 A.K aT 2~ cos[:> (4. 37) 

D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCE OF DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY 

The experimental set-up for observing self-diffraction from optically 

induced index gratings in an NLC film is shown in Fig. 16 (also see Fig. 

15.). Two beams with equal intensity I were taken from a cw argon laser 
_ ') 

operating in the lowest mode. The e ~ diameter of these beams was esti-

mated to be 2 mm. MBBA films of 70 and 100 µm thickness were used. Pa-

rameters which were varied in this experiment are wavelength A, bias angle 
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p, intersecting angle~, and intensity I. We varied one of them at a time 

while keeping the others fixed. 

The power of the first order (-1) diffracted beam was measured at 

about 70 cm from the sample. The diameter of this diffracted beam was 

roughly one-third of the incident beam. The time elasped between each 

measurement was about one hour. The reading from the power meter was 

roughly one minute after the laser beams were incident on the sample. 

The reason for this one-minute interval will be clear in the next section. 

Results are illustrated by experimental points compared with theoretical 

curves or lines in Fig. 17-23. 

Four different wavelengths which can be obtained from an argon laser 

and have sufficient power for these experiments are 4765, 4880, 4965 and 
• 5145 A. Fig. 17. shows the diffracted intensity ID when each of these 

light beams was applied to the MBBA film. For p = 5 deg. (open circles) 

ID arises from both thermal and reorientational effects. According to 

Eqs. (4.30) and (4.361 ID is linearly proportional to \ 2 , and presumably 

other quantities do not change much with \· ' an 1 /a\ 2x10 - 5 /A and 
-4 • 

a(~E)/a\ ~ -1.SxlO /A in this range 49 . Results seem to be in agreement 

with this presumption except when A = 4765 A which exhibits a bluish 

colour. It is likely that laser absorption at this wavelength is very 

high in MBBA which appeared yellow. The experiment taken at p = 0 (no 

reorientation) confirms that this is the case. From this result we de-. 
cided to perform other experiments at A= 5145 A, which gives thermal and 

reorientational effects in a good proportion. 

ID is plotted versus bias angle p in Fig. 18. p dependence of ID is 

similar to that predicted by the theory, namely ID increases with p. 
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Figure 17. Diffracted intensity at different wavelengths: L = 100 
µm; a= 0.01 rad; I= 7 W/cm 2 ; open circles for S = 5 deg; 
full circles for p = 0. 
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Figure 18. 7heore~ical curve and experirnen~al points of ID as 
afunc~ion of ~ : L = 100 µm; ~ = 0.01 rad; I= 7 W/cm 2 ; 

A = 5145 A; full circles represen~ scat~ered noise. 
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However, the experimental values are about double the theoretical ones. 

This discrepancy is also observed in other results shown below. So we 

will reserve this point to be discussed later. 

Fig. 18 shows that not only ID but also the scattered noise increase 

with e. The so called "signal-to-noise ratio" is about the same when e 
is varied from 5 deg. to 10 deg. In other words, e = 5-10 deg. yields 

practically the same result and we can select any value of e in this 

range. A low value is preferred since the lower e is the less the thermal 

fluctuation of molecules can take place. This is illustrated by a devi-

ation bar on an experimental point of ID. 

The a dependence of ID was investigated and the result is shown in 

Fig. 19. ID and thus ID/I decrease rapidly as a 4 . We also observed that 

the greatest value of a at which ID is detectable depends on the input 

intensity I and the thickness of the sample. When the total intensity 

of 14 W/cm 2 was applied to the crystal, the maximum a which gave a de-

tectable ID was 0.03 rad for 1=70 µm thickness and 0.035 rad for 100 µm 

thickness. From Figs. 20 and 21, a= 0.01 rad yielded at the total I about 

6 W/cm 2 for ID for the 100 µm-thick sample, but it does not for 70 µm, 

At that intensity ID was detected when a is less than 0.01 rad, but we 

do not record it here. 

Now we arrive at the study of the intensity dependence of ID. A plot 

of log ID against log I for each beam (Fig. 20. and 21.) shows that ID 

increases as I 3 as predicted by the theory. Increase of ID/I as a func-

tion of I is also in agreement with the theory, as can be seen from Figs. 

22 and 23. Still, there are some discrepancies as mentioned above. 
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Figure 19. Dependence of the ratio of ID to I: S = 5 deg; I = 7.2 . 
W/cm 2 ; A= 5145 A. 
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In most cases, experimental values differ from the theoretical ones 

by a factor 2. This can be explained as the following. We did not control 

the temperature of the sample during the study. We considered the room 

temperature as the temperature of the sample and then used the physical 

constants of MBBA provided in Table I to predict what we wanted to ob-

serve. Some constants, for instance n1 and n11 , are known as having strong 

temperature dependence. For others, information about how they change 

with temperature are not available for us. If they change quite consid-

erably with temperature, a factor 2 is not far from what we would expect. 

Therefore, it can be accepted that our results agree with the theory. 

It should be pointed out here that as the thickness of the sample 

increases by L1;12 , ID increases roughly by (L1/L2) 2 • So does the fluc-

tuation of the molecules of the crystal, which can be observed as the 

scattered noise. Let us consider ID at p = 10 deg. in Fig. 18. This 

geometry is equivalent to that· for which we have thickness slightly 

greater than 100 µm. The scattered noise is quite high. Practically, 

therefore, we cannot have a thickness as large as we des ire. When the 

sample becomes thicker, heat convection is more likely to occur, and then 

some corrections may be needed for the theory. For now a thickness of 

100 µm seems to be proper, and we will use this thickness for further 

study in the next chapter. 

In conclusion, diffracted intensity and diffracted efficiency (ID/I) 

increase with wavelength of the applied fields, thickness of the sample, 

bias angle, but decrease with intersecting angle between two beams. For 

practical purposes, other effects, such as thermal fluctuation of mole-

cules, should not be omitted from consideration. 
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2. DECAY OF THE DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY 

It has been reported by Khoo and Shepard 50 that the response time for 

thermal phase gratings is of the order of msec, whereas that due to reo-

rientation is of the order of secs. Thus in approximately one minute the 

system can be considered to be in a steady state and yield a constant 

diffraction efficiency. But we have observed the decay of the diffraction 

efficiency of induced phase gratings in MBBA. This phenomenon can be 

explained by the. study of molecular transformations, namely rotation of 

benzene rings and trans-cis isomerization. 

We used the same experimental set-up as in section D .1. (with S = 5 

deg.). The total incident intensity is kept constant at 13 W/cm 2 . Two 

thicknesses of MBBA films, 70 and 100 µm, are employed. Power of the 

first order diffracted beam was measured for different a and L as func-

tions of time after the beams w'ere incident on the sample. ID plotted 

versus time is shown in Fig. 24. Times at which the diffracted power 

start decreasing are apparently the same for different L at certain a, 

but different with different a. The decrease occurs earlier for larger 

ex. It is obvious that this phenomenon happens because the induced 

gratings are erased after the optical field has been applied for a certain 

time. The following causes may be possible. 

Under the action of the laser beams phase gratings induced in the NLC 

films are characterized by a nonlinear refractive index, according to Eqs. 

(4.14) and (4.31), 
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Figure 24. Time dependence of ID/I: (a) ex= 0.01 rad; (b) ex= 0.015 
rad; (c) ex= 0.02 rad; solid curves for L = 100 µm; dashed 
curves for L = 70 µm. 
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r cos( 2xy) sin(2~) 

on1 ) 2 } 
0 T sin (0 + {3) 6 T (4.38) 

where r is a constant depending on materials and incident intensity. It 

is possible that the gratings are erased if the principal refractive in-

dices change in such a way that n 1 decreases. This change may result from 

changes in molecular polarizability51 caused by molecular transformation. 

It was reported 52 that MBBA molecules have several metastable forms cor-

responding to different relative locations of the benzene rings. The 

twist angle between planes of benzene rings is estimated to be 52 deg. 

in nematic phase and 66.3 deg. in another metastable phase. So the energy 

absorbed from the optical field possibly makes the benzene rings twist 

more, in addition to that it raises the temperature of the crystal. 

Trans-cis isomerization (see Fig. 25.) is also believed to play an im-

portant role in this effect, since we have noticed fast decay of 
. 

diffracted power at A = 4765 A (Fig. 17.). There is evidence that 

trans-cis isomerization occurs in many NLCs 51 ' 53 which are subjected to 

light. In both transformations, the polarizability of the new forms can 

differ substantially from that of the initial one. Moreover, the cis-

isomer does not have the linear form necessary for mesomorphic behavior. 

It will act like an impurity and tends to erase the gratings. 

To study the stability of the new molecular conformation after the 

laser is turned off, ten-minute measurements of diffracted power were done 
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every hour for three hours and at the beginning of the sixth hour. Re-

sults are shown in Fig. 26. It seems that life-times of the new form are 

between 1-3 hours. Bearing in mind that the thermal contribution to in-

duced gratings becomes larger as the NLC film ages, the diffracted power 

measured at the sixth can be greater than that at the first hour. 

E. APPLICATION 

DETERMINATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN AGING MBBA FILMS 

Aging in NLC films is governed by two main processes: 

1. Degradation of the NLC; the surfactant CTAB gradually dissolves into 

the crystal. 

2. Laser damage. 

The first process changes some physical constants of the crystals, as well 

as the forces between the surfactant and the crystal. As the results of 

the latter case, finite anchoring at the cell wall (the director making 

a finite angle with the normal of the cell wall) may be obtained in the 

course of the Freedericksz transition . The second process may change 

only the properties of the material. This change can be studied by ob-

serving diffracted intensity obtained from aging samples. To avoid finite 

anchoring of the molecules, the experiments were carried out with S = 0. 
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Figure 26. Time dependence of I 0 /I for L = 100 µm: (a) 1st hour; 
(b) 2nd hour; (c) 3rd hour; (d) 6th hour. 
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No reorientation occurs and thus diffracted intensity comes from only one 

type of phase gratings, namely thermal phase gratings. 

As in Eq. (4.37), ID depends on the crystal through the constants b, 

K, and an /aT. Assuming that an1 /aT does not change much during the aging 

process, b can be obtained by direct measurem~nts, K can be calculated 

from Eq. (4.37) with measured value of ID. 

The samples used were divided into two sets. Samples in set I have 

been exposed to radiation less than 5x10 3 J/cm2 , whereas those in set II 

have been exposed to radiation about 5xl0 4 J/cm 2 . One sample denoted by 

* in set II has received about double exposure. Results are shown in 

Table II. Neither set I nor set II gives the same values of K as reported 

(see Table I). 
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Table 2. The thermal conductivity in aging HBBA films 

Age In b K 

(days) (l0-3w/cm2) -1 (cm ) 4 0 (10 J/cm sec K) 

Set I 

1 0.95 3.2 1.57 

2 1.15 3.2 1.43 

4 1. 26 3.4 1.45 

5 1. 78 3.8 1.37 

Set II 

3 4.67 4.3 9.54 

4* 14.90 7.5 9.32 

5 2.0 2.5 8.48 

6 4.67 4.0 8.88 

8 6.19 4.8 9.25 

This result shows that process (2) has greater effect on the crystal 

than process (1) does. Thermal conductivities are almost constant in each 

set, but absorption coefficients vary considerably depending on how much 

exposure the sample has received. This may arise from absorption inho-

mogeneity created by laser damage. We have observed that a month old 

sample can have b as high as 10 /cm and ring patterns are obtained in 

association with the diffracted beams. A remark from this result is that 
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if the sample is moderately subjected to the laser, it will "behave" quite 

well within 1-2 weeks. 

F. CONCLUSION 

We have studied the optically induced index (phase) grating in an NLC 

film. As for the Freedericksz transition, there are two contributions 

to this grating, namely reorientational and thermal ones. We note that, 

in an analysis used above, the reorientation of the director is not al-

lowed when the bias angle p (see Fig. 15) is equal to zero. Since the 

NLC film can be considered as an optically thin phase grating, the optical 

path method has been employed to determine the intensity and the 

diffraction efficiency of the diffracted beam derived from self-

diffraction. 

The intensity of the first ·order diffracted beam is measured as a 

function of wavelength, bias angle, angles between two input beams, and 

the input intensity. Good agreement is obtained between theoretical 

predictions and experiments. 

We have presented for the first time the decay of the diffraction 

efficiency of the induced phase gratings. We beleive that the foreign 

molecules were created by the process of photostimulation. These mole-

cules do not have properties of nematic liquid crystals, and so they have 

a tendency to erase the gratings. 

The self-diffraction process is useful in probing the property of the 

materials. For instance, in the case of the NLCs, the Frank elastic 

constants, K's, can be measured. In this study we demonstrated one ap-
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plication, the determination of the thermal conductivity of the aging MBBA 

film. Results show that th~ thermal conductivity of MBBA depends more 

strongly on the irradiance that the sample received than on the chronicle 

age of the sample. 
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V PHASE CONJUGATION BY FOUR-WAVE MIXING 

A. INTRODUCTION 

FWM in an NLC differs from that in a media, such as atomic vapors or 

isotropic materials. In an isotropic medium, the nonlinearity that gives 

rise to a four-wave interaction is due to local atomic or molecular re-

sponse. The response is large when the frequency w is near that of an 

atomic or molecular transition54 . In an NLC wave mixing is due to spatial 

holograms written by the four interacting waves. Using the holographic 

approach proposed by Yariv 16 , the appearance of the fourth wave can be 

interpreted as a consequence of the diffraction of one of the beams on 

the refractive index gratings recorded by the two other beams. The 

interacting geometry is shown in Fig. 27. There are two important 

light-induced refractive index gratings, the transmitting one formed by 

interference of beams 1 and 3, and the refractive one due to interference 

of beams 2 and 3. The gratings that are written by the opposing beams 

1,2 and 3,4 are excluded from consideration because Bragg diffraction of 

the second pair of beams cannot be produced by them. The diffraction 

process occurs as follows. The transmission grating diffracts beam 2 

under the Bragg condition, and then beam 4 is generated. Beam 4 is the 

complex conjugate of beam 3 in accordance with basic laws of holography. 

Beams 2 and 4 write in turn the grating that diffracts beam 1 and gener-

ates beam 3. Diffraction of beam 1 at the refraction grating formed by 

beams 2 and 3 and of beam 2 at the refraction grating formed by beams 1 
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and 4 lead to additional contributions to the phase conjugate beam 4 and 

beam 3, respectively. 

In the following section we will formulate the nonlinear four wave 

coupled equations in analogy to those of phase conjugate optics 55 • 

B. THE COUPLED WAVE EQUATIONS 

In Fig. 27, four waves of equal frequency w (and for simplicitly , 

of the same polarization) are propagating through the NLC film. Let the 

electric field amplitude associated with the i-th beam be 

i. = A.Cr) exp{jCk .. r - wt)} 
1 1 . 1 (5.1) 

We solve the problem in the steady state so that A. may be taken to be 
1 

time-independent. The propagation directions come in two opposite di-

rected pairs; 

= - k 2 and (5.2) 

As derived in Chapter IV, the fringes in the time independent part 

of the light intensity generate the index grating, which has the same 

periodicity as the light interference patterns. So, in the case of four 

waves, we can write the fundamental components of the grating as 

* * n = n0 + n1 (A1 A3 + A2 A4) exp(jk1·r) + c.c. 

* * + n11 CA1 A4 + A2 A3) exp(jk11r) + c.c. (5.3) 
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Figure 27. Interaction geometry of four. beams involved in phase 
conjugation. 
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with 

~ = k3 - k = k2 - k (5. 4a) 1 4 

and 

kII = kl k4 = k3 k2 (5.4b) 

n1 and n11 are real and positive. n1 , for instance, characterizes the 

induced transmision grating produced by beams 1 and 3 and also that 2 and 

3. These two pairs of waves are characterized by the same constant be-

cause of the condition given in Eq. (5.4a). Expression for n1 is given 

by Eq. (4.14) for the case that the plane of incidence makes an angle p 

with the unperturbed director of the NLC and a is small. 

C. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS WITH TRANSMISSION GRATINGS 

As already seen in Chapter IV, the diffracted intensity varies in-

versely with a 4 . When a approaches 0.05 rad, for total intensity of 14 

W/cm 2 , the diffracted intensity is almost undetectable. Then we can as-

sume that only the transmission grating where n 1 is nonzero gives rise 

to beam coupling. 

By using Eq. (5.3) and neglecting n 11 in the wave equation (see Ap-

pendix C), 

dA 
dz = + j (.i)[I nA + Ci1 A 

c 
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Plus and minus signs are used for the wave propagating in the positive 

and negative z direction, respectively. Then we get the following four 

coupled wave equations; 

dA1 w * * - cr 'A cos(a./2) = - j c nI(AlA3 + A2A4)A4 dz 1 (5.6a) 

dA2 w * * + cr'A cos (a./2) = j cnI(AlA3 + A2A4)A4 dz 2 (5. 6b) 

dA3 w * * - cr' A cos (a./2) = - j c nI(AlA3 + A2A4)Al dz 3 (5. 6c) 

cos (a./2) 
dA4 w * * + cr' A = j cnI(~A3 + A2A4)A2 dz 4 (5.6d) 

where a' is the linear absorption. By defining the coupling constant o 
= iwn1/c cos(a/2), and a = o'/cos(a/2) the above coupled equations can 

be written as 

~A1 * * = - o (A1A3 + A2A4)A3 - crA1 (5.7a) dz 

* 2!,z *. * * = - o (~A3 + A2A4)A4 + crA2 (5. 7b) 
dz 

* * dA3 * * * * = f (AlA3 + AzA4)Al - crA (5.7c) dz 3 

dA4 * * = 0 (AlA3 + A2A4)A2 + crA4 (5.7d) 
dz 

From the results in Chapter IV, diffracted intensity is of the order 

of 10 mW/cm 2 when the incident intensity is of the order of 10 W/cm 2 • 

By analogy we will make an assumption that A4 is very small compared to 

the other field amplitudes. Then the grating produced by beam 4 with 
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other beams are not effective, and neither is the beam produced by beam 

4 as the reading beam. In this way, Eq. (5.7) becomes 

dAl * 
dz = - o Al A3A3 - O' Al (5.8a) 

·* dA2 * = <J A2 dz (5.8b) 

* dA3 * * 
dz = ~ AlA3Al - <J A 

3 
(5. 8c) 

dA4 * = o A1A3A2 + (! A4 dz (5. 8d) 

with known boundary conditions CA 1(0), A2(L), A3 (0) and A4 (L) = 0) the 

solution of Eq. (5.8) is 

Al (O) 
-tSz ( 1 + {Ai (O) + A; (O)} o (e -l<rz - 1) /o] e 

Al (z) = 
{ 1 + Ai (O)O (e - 2o'z - 1) I 6 r l (5.9a) 

A2 (z) = A2 (L) exp (<Yz - 6 L) (5.9b) 

"' 
A3 (z) 

A3 (0) exp(-6z) 
= y12 { 1 + A~ (0) (e - 26'z -1)0/6 

(5. 9c) 

= 

z f exp l -26z 

L (5. 9d) 

The intensity reflectivity of the system is I 4 (0)/I3 (0). From Eq. (5.9d), 

we carry out the integration from z = L to z = 0, and get the corresponding 

intensity 
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I (O) 
4 

(5 .10) 

D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental set-up is shown in fig. 28. The input beams were . 
derived from a cw argon laser operated in a lowest mode at A = 5145 A, 

and were polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The intensity 

of the beam varies transversely as exp(-2r 2 /w 2 ) with a beam radius w of 
0 

1 mm. The angle between beam 1 and 3 was limited to 7 mrad to allow a 

large interaction region as a result of the previous chapter. The output 

beam 4 propagated backward along the path of beam 3 and was directed by 

a beam splitter (BS3) to a power detector. MBBA films of 100 µm thick 

were used in this experiment. 

We started our experiment by checking the 6-dependence of output in-

tensity I 4 ; p has the same meaning as in Chapter IV. p was varied from 

0 to 8 deg. Results are plotted in fig. 29; noise was detected by allowing 

only beam 1 and 2 incident on the sample. It is obvious that I, increases .... 

with 6, and so does the noise. moreover, p > 5 deg. does not give a "good" 

signal-to-noise ratio, and there is more thermal fluctuation at these 6 

than at 6 = 4-5 deg. Then 6 = 5 deg. is selected for further investi-

gation. 
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Figure 28. Experimental geometry for observing optical phase conju-
gationvia four-wave mixing : BS, beam splitter; M, mir-
ror; D detector. 
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Figure 29. Bias angle dependence of the phase 
intensity: a = 7 mrad; L = 100 um. 
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To test the phase conjugate property of the output beam, we placed a 

lens of 238 mm focal length in the path of beam 3 between BSl and M4. 

This created a spherical wave on the sample with a focus at 40 cm in front 

of the sample. The focal point is between M4 and BS3. Beam 4 came to 

focus about 40 cm from the sample. 

To study how the phase conjugate intensity, I 4 , varies with the input 

intensity, we measured I 4 when three input beams of equal intensity were 

applied to the sample. In Fig. 30, we plot log I 4 versus log I 3 which 

is equal to I 1 and I 2 . Plot of logI 4 is compared with the theoretical 

one and they seem to have the same slope. That is r4 depends on the cube 

of the input intensity as predicted by Eq. (5.10). There are also some 

discrepancies between the measured values and the theory. We believe that 

the reasons for these discrepancies are the same as mentioned before in 

Chapter IV. At the end of the plot when each intensity is 3.3 W/cm 2 or 

the total intensity is about 10 W/cm 2 , the phase conjugate beam start to 

distort. We will discuss the quality of the phase conjugation in the 

coming section. 

It is also predicted by Eq. (5.10) that the greater value of r 4 can 

be obtained when 13 > I 1 than when I 1 > 13 , provided that 11 and 13 are 

interchanged. However, we do not carry out the experiment for each I 

greater than 3.5 W/cm 2 ; this requires about 1 W o~ power from the laser. 

At that limit the difference of 14 when I 3 > I 1 and 11 > I 3 is of the order 

of 10-6 W/cm 2 . Experimentally, the difference is of the order of 10-S 

W/cm 2 which is the same order of magnitude of thermal fluctuations. In 

the case that the three input beams are derived from the same laser, it 

is not practical to have 13 > 11 by allowing beam 1 pass through a density 
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Figure 30. Plot of the phase conjugation intensity as a function of 
inputintensity : 6 = 5 deg; ~ = 7 mrad; L = 100 µm. 
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filter. Gain by a factor I 3-I 1 cannot compromise that lost through the 

product I 1I 2I 3 . I 3 can be made greater than 11 by means of lenses. This 

also will be discussed in the next section. 

E. QUALITY OF PHASE CONJUGATION WITH GAUSSIAN INPUT BEAMS 

In this section we will consider the case that input beams are infi-

nite plane waves of Gaussian intensity distribution given by 

I. (x,y) 
l.. 

= 
( 2 2 2 2 

Iio exp 1.. -2 (x + y cos CJ.) /w 0 } i = 1,2,3, (5.11) 

where I. is the peak intensity and w is the spot size of the beam. The 
10 0 

nonlinear index induced will vary across the beam. We will refer to such 

a grating as a Gaussian grating. 

If I. 's are not very high and the electric field amplitudes associ-
10 

ated with these beams satisfy Eq. (5.7), we can apply the uniform grating 

results, Eq. (5.10), at each point of the non-uniform Gaussian grating, 

i.e., 

O) e-20L 

r 2 2 2 2 } expl-2(x + y cos <:J..)/(w0 /3) 

fl_ (1 - e-2~1 ) +(I -I )IT0 2{1 - (1+2~L)e-261}] 2 
l 20" 3 1 CO' 

(5.12) 
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Thus, the phase conjugate beam also has a Gaussian profile. The spot size 

of the conjugate beam is about half of that of the input beams, assumimg 

that the intensity at the edges of the beam is high enough for the wave 

mixing process. This rarely happens in a real situation, and so the spot 

size of the phase conjugate beam usually is less than half of the input 

beams. 

What will happen if we want high intensity at the edges of the beams? 

In this case the average intensity is very high and the set of reduced 

coupled wave equations, Eq. (5.8), is no longer valid. Eq. (5.7) has to 

be solved for A4 , and this can be done using a numerical method. 

Without going deeply into mathematical analysis, we will predict the 

result from rather simple considerations. Owing to the decay of the beam 

intensity toward the edges, the center will experience phase change or 

be modulated more strongly than its peripheral parts. The phase conjugate 

beam can only be obtained from the part in the vicinity of the center of 

the grating. The parts farther away from the center will have less mod-

ulation and therefore contribute less to the phase conjugate beam. 

When the intensity of the beams becomes higher, an off-center point 

can have high enough modulation, but by then the center is over modulated. 

Then the amplitude of the phase conjugate beam is smaller at the center 

than at the off-center point, in analogy with the dark part at the be-

ginning of the self-focusing process (see Chapter III). 

Even though the Gaussian beam has cylindrical symmetry, the Gaussian 

grating induced in the material does not have the same symmetry. Since 

the grating vector is in the plane of incidence, we can expect the effect 

of over modulation in the direction parallel to this plane more than in 
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the perpendicular direction. Fig. 31(a) and (b) show the phase conjugate 

beams at the total intensity of 10 and 14 W/cm2 . 

Russell 5 6 has studied the fidelity and efficiency of reproduction 

using a finite beam of uniform amplitude distribution and a truncated 

Gaussian beam. It follows from the study that high efficiency and fi-

delity can be achieved if the following conditions are satisfied. First, 

the reference beam is a plane wave of uniform amplitude distribution. 

Second, the amplitude of the object beam does not vary much. And third, 

the modulated region is a parallel slab, or both beams are much wider than 

the thickness of the hologram. In our case the last condition is cer-

tainly satisfied, but the other two are not. We simulated the first 

condition by reducing the spot size of beam 3 (Fig. 28). In this way the 

overlapping region is at the central part of beam 1 and 2, which repres-

en ts the reference beams. Then we have both slowly varying reference 

beams and higher intensity of beam 3. Fig. 31(c) shows the phase conju-

gate beam at 10 W/cm 2 with the spot size of beam 3 of 0.7 mm. Compared 

with i;'. - 1g. 31(a), the quality of the phase conjugate beam in this case is 

obviously better, The phase conjugate intensity associated with Fig. 

31(c) is 2.5 x 10-4 W/cm 2 . 

F. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a theoretical study of the backward degenerate four 

wave mixing in an NLC film. This process yields a beam which is complex 

conjugate to one of the input beams (t:he so called object beam). Math-

ematical analysis is performed in analogy to t:he process of real-time 
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Figure 31. Comparison between phase conjugate beam from three iden-
ticalGaussian input beams, (a) & (b), and the one from a 
narrow object beam, (c) : (a) the total incident inten-
sity is 10 W/cm 2 ; (b) 14 W/cm 2 ; (c) 10 W/cm 2 • 
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holography. Four coupled wave equations describing spatial dependence 

of the amplitudes of the four interacting beams have been solved for the 

phase conjugate beam. Two approximations have been made; only trans-

mission gratings produced by these waves are effective and the intensity 

of the phase conjugate beam is much lower than those of the others. a 

theoretical prediction has been verified by an experiment, and satisfac-

tory results have been received. 

The Gaussian nature of the input beams has been taken into consider-

ation. We are able to show that higher quality of the phase conjugate 

beam can be achieved if the mixing process is allowed to take place in 

the vicinity of the axis of the reference beams. One way is to work with 

a smaller object beam as compared to the reference beams. This discovery 

enabled us to employ this technique as a practical tool in different 

areas, such as in imaging systems, in adaptive optics, etc. We will 

present some of applications of 'the phase conjugation in an NLC film in 

the next chapter. 
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VI SOME APPLICATIONS OF PHASE CONJUGATION BY DFWM IN MBBA 

A. INTRODUCTION 

There are several potential applications that make use of phase con-

jugation by degenerate four-wave interactions. Historically, the phase 

conjugate process was applied to the field of adaptive optics 57 to com-

pens ate for phase distortions, such as atmospheric turbulence, poor 

quality optical elements, etc., due to its ability to yield a time-

reversed replica of an incident monochromatic field of arbitrary spatial 

phase. When Levenson 58 applied this technique to a photolithographic 

system, he was be able to produce images with a resolution better than 
• 

500 lines/mm with 5145 A light. 

With real-time holographic nature of the four-wave interaction, the 

DFWM process can, in principle, replace the holographic image processing. 

This is another set of potential applications in the spatial domain. DFWM 

can be used to performed mathematical operations including spatial con-

volution and correlation59 • The process is thus useful as matched spatial 

filters, and pattern recognition devices 6 0 , which can be performed in 

real-time. Other classes of image processing using the real-time 

holographic analogs of DFWM include time-average holographic 

interferometry 61 , double exposure interferometry62 , holographic 

storage 63 , and speckle-free imaging 64 • The special type of nolinearity 

(the intensity dependent nonlinearity) which is present in the 
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photorefractive effect can be used to advantage in another type of image 

processing, edge enhancement~ 

There are also a number of applications in temporal and 

spatial/temporal domain. 

therein. 

They can be found in Ref. 1 and references 

In this chapter we will demonstrate only three examples of those ap-

plications mentioned above, using an MBBA film (of 100 µm thick) as a 

nonlinear medium. They are correction for phase distortion, image re-

construction, and spatial correlation. 

B. CORRECTION FOR PHASE DISTORTION 

When a laser beam is transmitted from one point to another point, the 

size of the beam at a final point would be diffraction limited. This can 

be corrected by some means such 'as passing through a waveguide. If, be-

tween those two points, the distortion medium is present, the degradation 

of the beam may be so severe that the diffraction limit cannot be 

achieved. Then the correction is more difficult. Moreover, the beam 

passing through the distorting medium would tend to spread more due to 

the effect of distortions. The energy density of the beam at the final 

point is accordingly reduced. Phase conjugation by DFWM has a potntial 

for eliminating these problems. 

Fig. 32 shows how the process works. Let a plane wave pass through 

a distorting medium in being transmitted from region 1 to 2. When the 

wave arrives at region 2, its phase front will be spatial dependent. The 

phase conjugation process which is performed in region 2 will generate a 
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backward going wave whose amplitude is complex conjugate to that of the 

distorted wave. In reversing its path, the phase conjugate wave experi-

ences the phase distortion once more and it will arrive at region 1 with 

the same amplitude and phase as the original wave. 

To illustrate this ability experimentally, we insert a double stick 

transparent tape in the path of beam 3 (between BS3 and the MBBA film in 

Fig. 28). A photograph taking after retracing the aberrator of the phase 

conjugate beam is shown in Fig. 33(d). To make a comparison, we show a 

photograph of the laser beam without and after passing through the 

aberrator in Fig. 33(a) and (c). Fig. 33(b) shows a photograph of phase 

conjugate beam in the absence of the aberrator. 

From those photograph we see that the distortion can be compensated 

by means of phase conjugation. However, to correct the phase distortion 

perfectly, intuition tells us that two requirements must be met; the 

distortion medium must not absorb energy of the wave passing through it, 

and the phase conjugation process must give a reflectivity of unity. 

Theory of perfect cancellation of phase distortions by phase conjugation 

has been developed in Ref. 66. 

C. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION 

As an analogy to a holography, DFWM is useful for image recon-

struction. An object whose image is to be constructed is placed at the 

object plane 0 in the path of beam 3 (Fig. 28). Beams 1 and 2 serve as 

reference beams in writing and reading the hologram. The phase conjugate 

of the object wave will propagate back, reproducing the intensity pattern 
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Figure 32. Schematic diagram of correction for phase dis~ortion. 
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Figure 33. The ability of the phase conjugate beam to correct 
forphase distortion : (a) beam reflected from a mirror, 
(b) beam reflected form a mirror with an aberrator, ( c) 
phase conjugate beam, (d) phase conjugate beam with the 
aberrator. 
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of the object wave. According to Hellwarth's study 15 resolution of im-

aging is limitted under the condition: 

(N.A.) 4 << \j2~z (6.1) 

where N.A. is the numerical aperture which is the sine of the cone angle 

subtended at the object by a conjugator at a distance z. 

diffracted-limited resolution is 67 

A = \/(N.A.) 

Since the 

(6.2) 

where A is the spacing between two lines of the object. Combining Eq. 

(6.1) and (6.2) we have 

(6.3) 

Eq. (6.3) implies a minimum resolution of A greater than 25 µm which 

corresponds to 40 lines/mm at 5145 A for z about 50 cm. According to (6.2) 

we need N.A. about 0.02 

We performed an experiment to test a resolution of image recon-

struction from the phase conjugation. A US Air Force resolution test: 

target (Fig. 34(a)) was used as an object. The radius of beam 3 is 1 mm. 

and those of the reference beams are 1.5 mm. The object is located 

roughly 40 cm from the MBBA film. 

through a 40x microscope objective. 

The image reconstructed was viewed 
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Figure 34. Images reconstructed by the phase cobjugation 
technique: (a) A US Air Force resolution test target, 
(b) & (c) 0.25-mm lines 0.25-mm separations, (d) 0.16-mm 
lines 0.16-mm separations. 
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The image of a portion of the test target appears in Fig, 34(b) and 

(c). The lines are 0.25 mm in width and 0.25 mm apart. Fig. 34(d) shows 

a group of 0.16 mm lines and 0.16 mm separations. Through a microscope 

objective, the last group of lines appeared more clearly than the photo-

graph in Fig. 34(d). Thermal fluctuation of the nonlinear medium degraded 

the appearance of the image reconstructed. Then we can conclude that the 

resolution of our system is C = 0.16 mm, and this is what we can expect. 

From our geometry, Eq. (6.1) is undoubtly satisfied with N.A. = 
3. 7xl0- 3 and z = 40 cm, and the resolution can be calculated from Eq. 

(6.2). If we use the radius of the reference beam to determine the N.A., 

we would have the resolution of A= 0.14 mm. Since the reference beams 

are not the plane wave of uniform amplitude distribution, the nonlinear 

medium cannot be modulated evenly across the beams. To prevent over 

modulation (see Sec. E. of Chapter V), the effective N. A. cannot be as 

-3 large as 3.7x10 . The A that can be resolved must be indeed greater than 

0 .14 mm. 

Higher resolution can be achieved by increasing N.A. This can be done 

either by expanding the reference beami or decreasing the distance z or 

both. However, we should recall that intensity reflectivity of the system 

decreases with the angle between beams 1 and 3. Keeping this angle small 

will put the limit to decreasing z and expanding the beams. These issues 

should be considered together with the ones that can improve the results. 
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D. SPATIAL CORRELATION 

Pepper and his collaborators have proposed the use of FWM for real-

time correlation and convolution operators 5 9 • The geometry is illus-

trated in Fig. 35. Each field is specified at the front focal plane of 

its lens with the amplitude 

A. (x, y, z) exp [ j (k. z - C..lt) ] 
1. 1. 

i 1,2,3, 

= k = - k 

and A2(x,y,4f) u2(x,y) . 

The u. contains input information to be convolved or correlated. 
l 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

After propagating through the lens, the field A. (at any point z) is 
l 

directly proportional to the Fourier transform (FT) of its u. only when 
l 

z satisfies the condition: 

lz-2fi (6. 6) 

where r. is the spatial extent df u. and f is the focal length of the lens. 
l l 

This puts a limit on the thickness of the nonlinear medium, i.e., 

L << 

where r is the spatial extent of the largest input field. max 
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Figure 35. Convolution / correlation geometry: BS, beam splitter; 
L, lens. 
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The FT fields u1 , u2 and U3 interact inside the nonlinear medium. 

By Eq. (5.9d) an output field 

oc (6.8) 

propagates essentially backward relative to beam 3, returning through 

lens 1 1 . The convolution theorem 42 states that the FT of the product is 

the convolution of the FT's. Then 

= (6.9a) 

and 

= (6.9b) 

In Eq. (6.9), the symbols* and* denote the standard operations of con-

volution and correlation, respectively 42 . 

Accordingly, the output field at the front focal plane of lens 1 1 is 

of the form 

u 4 (x,y) oc u1 (-x,-y) * u2 (-x,-y) * u/-x,-y) (6.10) 

The spatial convolution or correlation of two input fields is performed 

by simulating a O-function for the third input, i.e. focusing the third 

beam at its input plane to give a collimated beam at the transform plane. 

Experimentally, we performed the correlation operator of two input 

fields u 0 and u~. The geometry in Fig. 35 was modified to avoid other 
"" ;) 

nonlinear effects that may occur in the ~lBBA film and can compete with 
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the desired process. One of the nonlinear effects that usually takes 

place in the NLC film is sell-focusing. Study in Chapter III shows that 

the power threshold for this phenomenon is quite low when the beam is 

focused tightly. We should overlook this effect, since when it occurs 

it can lead to much degradation of the beams. 

From the previous section, our system gives the resolution limit to 

A= 0.16 mm. We have learned from the property of the FT that the central 

intensity at the FT plane depends on the illuminated area of the input. 

Thus, high central intensity in the MBBA film can be obtained easily with 

that resolution limit, and the self-focusing is provoked. The simple 

solution for this problem is not using the two lenses in Fig. 35. Then 

the arrangement becomes similar to the one in Fig. 28 with the input plane 

for u2 added in the path of beam ~ With this set-up there is no need 

to simulate the a-function for ul to have a plane wave incident on the 

MBBA film. 

The FT of the input fields are achieved according to the Fraunhofer 

diffraction with the condition: 

< ( 6 .11) 

where d is the distance between the input plane and the nonlinear medium. 

For d = 40 cm, the extent of the input fields must be less than 0.5 mm. 

Each input for the experiment is composed of two bars of 0.35 mm. in width 

and 0.35 mm apart selected from the US Air Force test target. 

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 36. The first two columns show 

the photographs of the input fields u~ and u~. 
.:.. .) 

The third column shows 
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the photograph at the output plane. Then row (a) illustrates 

autocorrelation and row (b) cross-correlation. 

In conclusion, we have shown that, in principle, the DFWM in an MBBA 

film is capable for spatial correlation operation which is very important 

for pattern recognition. How it can be made practical depends on the 

conditions given in both this and the previous sections. 
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a 

b 

Figure 36. Photographs of the input beams u2 and u3 , and theoutput 
beam u4 oc u2 jc. u3 . 
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VII CONCLUSION 

We have presented theoretical and experimental studies of nonlinear 

optical effects, self-focusing of monochromatic beams and four-wave mix-

ing, in nematic liquid crystals (NLCs). These effects are governed by 

the third order nonlinear polarization represented by 

oc 

This results in the intensity dependence of the nolinear refractive in-

dices in the material. 

In NLCs, the nonlinear optical effects occur in two steps. First, 

the director characterizing the preferred direction of molecules of NLCs 

is reoriented according to the ~pplied fields. This process is referred 

to as the optically induced Freedericksz transition. 

optical fields interact with the reoriented director. 

And second, the 

In this process 

the optical fields experience a phase change due to the nonlinear index 

induced as mentioned above. For NLCs which are not transparent, light 

absorption also plays an important part in phase modulation. It raises 

the temperature of the medium. The indices of refraction of NLCs, which 

are known to depend strongly on temperature, are indeed changed. Because 

the reorientation of the director has spatial dependence, phase modu-

lation also has spatial dependence. This leads to the self-focusing ef-

fect and self-diffraction, etc. 
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Experiments performed in this study made use of our homeotropically 

aligned MBBA films made to 70 and 100 µm thicknesses. Input beams in most . 
of the experiments are derived from a cw argon laser (A = 5145 A) operated 

at the lowest mode. Surface alignment of MBBA is achieved by treating 

the glass slides with the surfactant. Sample preparation and examination 

techniques are presented in this study. 

Accordng to the importance of the optically induced Freedericksz 

transition to the nonlinear effects studied, we have made analyses con-

sidering both narrow and board beams with linear and circular 

polarizations. The experimental results show that the available optical 

free energy is not enough to rotate the director of the NLCs. 

Forward and backward degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) have been 

analyzed in terms of index gratings induced by the reorientation of the 

director and laser heating. According to the analysis, the reorientation 

contribution vanishes if the bias angle p between the propagation vectors 

and the director is equal to zero. For a p of about 5 degrees, reorien-

tation and laser heating give equal contributions to the index gratings. 

The reorientation can contribute more at higher S, but the thermal flue-

tuations are increased as well. 

Parametric investigations of the forward DFWM reveal the limit of the 

intersecting angle between two input beams. This limit depends on the 

intensity for a given sample; the higher the intensity, the larger the 

maximum angle that yields detectable diffracted beams. The diffracted 

intensity varies with the bias angle and the input intensity, but in-

versely with the intersecting angle. With the total intensity of 10 W/cm 2 
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at 5145 A, it was found that a system with 100 µm thick sample can produce 

a first-order diffracted efflciency of 0. 1 ~~. 

Information obtained fron our investigation of forward DFWM is bene-

ficial to the study of backward DFWM. The latter process leads to the 

the production of the beam being complex conjugate to one of the three 

input beams if the other two beams are counter-propagating. These two 

counter-propagating beams are usually referred as the pump beams or the 

reference beams, and the other as the object beam. Due to the limitation 

of the intersecting angle mentioned above, the transmission gratings 

produced by the three beams are considered in·our analysis. In addition, 

another approximation was made due to the fact that the diffraction ef-

ficiency of the induced index gratings is rather low, then the phase 

conjugate intensity is small compared to those of the input beams. 

Because of the Gaussian profile of the input beams, the phase conju-

gate beam strats to distort when the total intensity approaches 10 W/cm 2 . 

This happens because the center of the beams is over-modulated. An im-

provement was made by using the object beam smaller than the reference 

beams in order to allow the wave interaction to take place at the center 

of the reference beams. High quality of the phase conjugate beam can be 

achieved up to 14 W/cm 2 of input intensity. 

Some applications of phase conjugation (correction for phase dis-

tortion, image reconstruction, and optical correlation) have demonstrated 

in this th es is . Phase conjugation by DFWM in an NLC film give a rather 

low resolution in image processing. It can be improved by increasing the 

intersecting angle between the object and the reference beams, the bias 

angle and the beam diameters. These require an increase in input power. 
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Other nonlinear effects which can compete with the phase conjugation 

process need to be considered, as well. Self-focusing of the beams, for 

example, is unavoidable at high power and can distort the beams greatly. 

Besides, increasing the bias angle is equivalent to increasing the thermal 

fluctuation, which results in scattering noise in image system. 
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APPENDIX A. THE DISTORTION FREE ENERGY DENSITY OF THE DIRECTOR 

Let Fd be the free energy density due to the distortion of n. Fd will 

vanish if ana ;axp = 0 (a, p = 1,2,3 denote the components along the three 

orthogonal axes of the Cartesian coordinate system), then it may be ex-

panded in powers of ca = a a/ax). a Since a n = 
a P (molecular 

dimension)-l for the phenomena of interest, we will retain only the 

lowest-order nonvanishing terms of power series of aanp. Fd must satisfy 

the following requirements. 

1. F d must be even in n, since the "head" and the "tail" of the director 

represent the same physical state. 

2. The lowest order terms must be quadratic in the aanp. 

3. Fd must be a scalar quantity. 

To construct Fd, let us separate quantities aanp into a &ymmetric part 

= (A.l) 

and an antisymmetric part 

e' 
a 6 = 
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or 

= o n - o n x y y x 

= (curl ft) z etc. (A.2) 

To satisfy the above requirements, Fd can have three contributions, terms 

quadratic in ea ~·· terms quadratic in curl n, and the cross terms. It 

can be shown 39 that these terms are (div n) 2 , (n.curl n) 2 and (n x curl 

n) 2 . The first term is called "splay", the second term "twist", and the 

third term "bend". Fd can now be written as 

= 
1 . .... 2 1 .... .... 2 2 K11 (div n) + 2 K22 (n.curl n) 

1 (.... ....)2 + 2 K33 n x curl n (A. 3) 

where K11 , K22 , K33 are the splay, twist and bend elastic constant, re-

spectively. They are named collectively as the Frank elastic constant. 

K's must be positive to give a positive Fd. 
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APPENDIX B. WAVE PROPAGATION IN AN ANISOTROPIC CRYSTAL 

-It has been derived in Ref. 37 that in an anisotropic crystal, D is 
~ 

perpendicular to Hand k, but (Ex H), the Poynting vector, is not par-

allel to k. E x H lies in the same plane as k, D, and E, and is perpen-

dicular to E (Fig. 37 a). An anisotropic crystal can transmit only waves 

polarized in two mutually orthogonal directions, which are called allowed 

directions. Theses polarization "see" different refractive indices. 

Then, in general, an incident beam that is linearly polarized in a di-

rection other than these allowed directions will not be linearly polarized 

after transmission through the crystal. 

An index ellipsoid or optical indicatrix is used to find the two al-

lowed directions of polarization and the indices for these directions. 

This is done as follows. Through the center of the ellipsoid (Fig. 37 b), 

-we draw a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation k. The 

intersection of this plane and the ellipsoid is an ellipse. The two axes 

of this ellipse are parallel to the two directions of polarization of each 

axis, and the length is equal to twice the refractive index in that di-

rection. When k is rotated in a plane through one of the polarization 

directions and k, the refractive index for one polarization varies el-

liptically. The other refractive index is the axis of rotation, so it 

does not vary. 

In an uniaxial crystal, the indicatrix is an ellipsoid of revolution; 

two of the axes are equal. An optic axis is in the direc~ion perpendic-

ular to a circular cross section of the indicatrix. For the direction 
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Figure 37. (a) Direction of E and the energy flow in an anisotropic 
crystals(b) The optical indicatrix. 
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of polarization perpendicular to the optic axis, known as the ordinary 

direction, the index represented by n 1 , is independent of the direction 

of propagation. For the other direction of polarization, the extraor-

dinary direction, the index changes elliptically between n 1 when k is 

parallel to the optic axis and n when k is perpendicular to the optic 
II 

axis. The two beams of light so produced are often referred to as a-rays 

and e-rays, respectively. When k makes an angle 8 to the optic axis, the 

extra ordinary index is given by 

n(a) = 
( 2 . 20 + 2 20)1/2 n 1sin n 11 cos 

(B.1) 

Both a-ray and e-ray satisfy Snell's law of refraction: sin i = n-sin r, 

but for an e-ray it should properly be wriiten as sin i = n(r).sin r. 

We will employ the Poeverlein construction67 to treat the refraction 

of an e-ray at the surface. Suppose we consider the refraction of light 

from a homogeneous medium of index n 1 into a crystal. We draw a circle 

with radius I k 1 i = wn 1/c and a section of an ellipse which is the locus 

of the ends of the wave vectors in medium 2 (Fig. B.2). The direction 

of the refracted ray is found by continuing the inciden~ ray until it 

intersec~s the ellipse in medium 2, and then drawing a line normal to the 

boundary through this intersection. The intersection of this normal with 

the ellipse gives the point at which the refracted ray intersects this 

ellipse. The ray direction (normal to E) is parallel to the normal to 

the ellipse at the point of intersection. 
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Figure 38. The Poeverlein's construction. 
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We now find an expression for the angle r as a function of i and a 

(Fig. 38 ) . The equation for the ellipse is, -1 setting (wn 1 /c) = o and 
-1 (wn 11 /c) = e, 

2 2 2 . 2 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 (o cos r:J.. + e sin ct.)x + (o sin a. +e cos CJ.)y + (e2 - o2 )sin(2~)xy = 1 · 

(B.2) 

At the point of intersection, x = x = (wn,/c) sin i, y = ys and cot r = s l 

- y /x . Substituting this in Eq. (B.2), we find s s 

( 
. 2 sin20l 

nl 

Then 

2 
+ cos 2CJ.. )cot2r -( 1 2- 12 ) sin(2CL) cot r 

nu . nn n1 

( 2 . ?. ) 1 + cos2ot + sin2oc --..,.....-~ 
2 . 2. n 1 n 11 n1 sin i 

= 0 

2 2 . 2 2 2 n 11 sin a. + n J. cos a. _ 1 
( 2 2) . (2 ) + 2 . 2 . 2 . 2. 

cot r = 
n 1 - n 11 sin ex. . n 1sin i n1 sin i 

2 . 2 2 2 2 (n11 sin Cl + n 1 cos Cl) 

(B. 3) 

(B.4) 

Here a plus sign is used for a positive uniaxial crystal (n 11 > n 1 ). For 

a negative crystal, n 11 and n L and the plus and minus signs should be 

interchanged. 

If 9 is the angle between the wave normal and the optic axis and p 

is the angle between the ray direction and the optic axis, we have 

tan p (B.5) 
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APPENDIX C. THE WAVE EQUATION 

Consider the propagation and effects of electric fields E(r,t) that 

are governed by Maxwell's equations (in Gaussian units) for nonmagnetic, 

nonconducting media: 

v x cv x E) + = 0 (C. l) 

The displacement E + 4,-rp can be separated into a part due to the time-

independent background index and a part due to the space-time-

dependent index n~, .. 

E + 41TP = 

(C.2) 

where we ignore terms quadratic in n~, because n~ << n is a valid as-
.. .. 0 

sumption in most cases of interest. Combinding Eq. (C.1) and (C.2) we 

obtain 

2 
no a2E v x < v x E) + ~ 2 "I 2 
C at 

= (C.3) 

For the situation of plane quasi-monochromatic waves of finite 

transverse extent, the electric field associated with a wave at w propa-

gating in the z direction can be written as 
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E (w,z,t) e A(z,t) exp [i(kz - wt)} (C.4) 

In an anisotropic crystal, the polarization vector e may make an angle 

with the z direction (see Fig. 37 ) and the complex amplitude will change 

due to interaction with other waves. In a physically realizable situ-

ation, the realtive change in the amplitude per wavelength is small, since 

the nonlinear susceptibility is very small compared to the nonlinear part. 

Thus, terms in the second derivative of amplitude are negligible, a2 A/az 2 

·<< k aA/az. Also, assuming that the source term n2 (r,t) has the same 

time-dependence as E and the angle between e and z is very small, Eq. 

(C.4) is reduced to 

k 2A + 
2. 2 2 

'k dA wn A w 
l. - - 0 = 4no72A dz --2 c 

(C.5) 
c 

using 

k2 2 2/ 2 2( 2 + 2n0 n2)/c 2 w n c "' w n 
0 

we get 

.k:dA 2n w 2 n 2A/c 2 
l. - "' dz 0 

or 
dA - iwn2A/c dz "' (C.6) 

When there is absorption in the form A(z) = A e-az Eq. (C.6) becomes 

dA 
dz 

Appendix C. The wave Equation 

(C.7) 
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